LEO
fun

Design conventions
are overturned in
this supremely
well built and
finished explorer
yacht, one of the
most significant
vessels to emerge
from Turkey in
recent years
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Even an outside view of the new 53.7 metre motor
explorer yacht Leo Fun or of her slightly smaller sistership
Vinydrea, both built by Turkish shipyard Proteksan-Turquoise, will
immediately confirm that these are innovative yachts whose design has
paid little heed to what has gone before.
What is perhaps their most noticeably radical concept was developed
by the stylist Paolo Caliari, who accepted that the main entry to a yacht
is almost invariably over the stern as quay space is just too valuable to
allow vessels to berth alongside. While this trend is generally
acknowledged, few designers have reacted to it, perhaps thinking that
a main stairway with a lobby at each deck level is still a necessity and
an additional door to the starboard deck at main deck level to connect
with a side-boarding ladder is neither here nor there. But Caliari took
the thinking forward in a giant leap, realising that if the starboard-side
entrance is largely redundant, so too is the starboard side deck. This
meant that he could put the space to much better use, which he did by
eliminating the side deck altogether and using its floor area to enlarge
the saloon. Quite apart from this and other practical design innovations,
two further factors set Leo Fun aside as a noteworthy yacht: her
particularly high standard of construction and finish, and a splendid
interior from Côte d’Azur-based designer Jean Guy Verges.
The explorer yacht is a relatively modern style that blends ruggedly
safe, sea-going practicality with excellent internal volume and sizeable
deck areas, while offering the ability to incorporate practical features
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such as vertical pilothouse windows which sometimes look out of place
on more streamlined yachts. This series from the yard has homed in on
all of these attributes, while Caliari has massaged the overtly ‘commercial’
exterior seen on some explorers to create a more yacht-like vessel.
Although Leo Fun is clearly a sistership to Vinydrea, she has taken
many minor design elements a step forward. Such modifications have
tended to lean towards increased simplicity, and include the change to
a fixed, rather than hydraulically elevating, foremast, and a fixed
stairway from the Portuguese bridge to the fore deck rather than one
that hinges like an aircraft’s in-built access ladder. Service gear on the
bridge deck aft has been repositioned to make better use of the space,
and the area beneath the arch of the mast has been left open to the
cooling breeze rather than enclosed with glass to form a gymnasium.
One addition was a conventional passerelle that was incorporated in
the stern at dock height to make access from the dock simpler than
using the crane-passerelle that required guests to board at lower deck
level and climb stairs to the aft deck.
The basic tenet of Caliari’s deck plans for Leo Fun was that yachts
need to be connected with the elements that surround them, opening
them to light and seascapes. The main deck saloon alone offers 10 huge
panes of glass on either side as well as fully glazed sliding doors that
open aft to the deck, and this provides an envious sense of connection
with the sea that few other yachts share. Many yachts with stern engine
rooms, like Leo Fun, will have a wide section without windows often
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leo fun

Flanked by huge
windows, the forward
part of the walnut-floored
main saloon is reserved
for a watching a 60-inch
screen. Outdoor seating
is protected by an
overhang from the upper
deck while, further aft,
soft surfaces await the
arrival of sunbathers

The forward
section serves as
a media lounge
in which a large
and supremely
comfortable sofa
looks over a
low leather and
ebony table to
a vast 60-inch
plasma screen
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positioned centrally on either side of their saloons to accommodate the
two large ducts that rise from the engine room to suck in huge quantities
of engine combustion air and disperse stale air. Such shafts create a
visual block that divides the space into two and disrupts its coherence,
but in Leo Fun these are positioned aft of the saloon on either corner of
the deckhouse, so the owner’s dream of a united room could be realised.
The resulting 100 square metre saloon is a truly remarkable room.
The owner’s decorative brief to Verges was straightforward. As a
connoisseur of high-quality modern design, he asked for a sense of
warm sophistication that incorporated relatively few pieces of oversized
furniture to replicate the casual atmosphere of a classy club. Set against
a backdrop of natural oak trimmed with darker walnut, pale leather
deckheads and a planked walnut floor, two large sofas separated by low
macassar ebony tables fill the saloon’s aft section. Without any division
that might reduce the impact of this room, the forward section serves as
a media lounge in which a large and supremely comfortable sofa looks
over a low leather and ebony table to a vast 60-inch plasma screen. The
wide variety of tactile fabrics and leathers also meets this same tight
autumnal colour spectrum, and the result is exactly the serene club
atmosphere the owner wished for. This theme is successfully carried

through the yacht, accompanied in day heads and en suites by the
richly variegated sepia tones of emperador marble.
The main deck saloon and its natural extension to the aft deck, where
a pair of comfortable sofas lie beneath the shade of the overhang,
functions as the yacht’s main interior living area but contains no facilities
for inside dining. This is the function of the upper saloon and its
adjoining deck, just above. These can be reached from the main deck
lobby, which, as well as having a secluded niche containing a games
table, provides stairs and a lift to the three enclosed decks. The focal
point of the dining room is the round 12-seater table that sits within a
semi-circular area edged by floor-to-ceiling sliding doors at the aft end
of the room. These, together with a round skylight above the table,
provide an extraordinary level of light and views that can only be
bettered by opening the doors to their full 180 degrees to give one of
the best inside/outside dining experiences on any yacht.
The room’s other delight is that it is a completely self-contained
dining area. Guests can assemble for a cocktail and relax after a meal
in either the forward part of the dining saloon, where there is an
L-shaped sofa and easy chairs, or, better still, on the open deck. It is on
the deck, however, that the yacht’s one compromise becomes apparent:

the repositioning of the air vents to make the saloon such a splendid
room has displaced them to this deck. Not only are they large and
awkwardly positioned, but the hum of generators that carries up from
the engine room is an unwanted background noise on a still night,
albeit very faint. While it will be difficult to eliminate them from this
deck, the next generation of the series would do well to improve their
positioning and design.
The yacht’s second dining area, this time completely alfresco, is found
one deck above on the sun deck. Shaded by an awning that extends
from the mast, this delightfully sited table will seat at least 14 in comfort,
at the same time providing them with spectacular views. After their
meal, guests can relax on the wide sofa that lines the aft rail. Just
forward of the dining table is a curved worktop that carries a barbecue,
while a stroll between the legs of the mast takes guests to the spa pool
and its flanking sunbeds. One omission, perhaps, is a bar where one
can sit comfortably, drink in hand, as the sun sets, but that may be a
step too far towards absolute hedonism.
Another delightful deck area is found just forward of the bridge – the
sofa overlooking the bows being the ideal place to find a cooling breeze
when the yacht is at anchor or some privacy when stern-to in a port.
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Le o f u n
LOA
53.7m

Beam
9.4m

LWL
49.2m

Draught
3m

Displacement
680 tonnes
Engines
2 x 1,911hp Caterpillar 3512B
Speed (MAX/cruise)
17.8 knots/14.5 knots
Range at 13.5 knots
4,000nm
Fuel capacity
100,000 litres
bowThruster
HRP, 100kW electric
Stabilisers
Quantum zero speed
Generators
4 x 86kW Caterpillar/
1 x 80kW Westerbeke
Freshwater capacity
27,600 litres
Owner and guests
12
Crew
12
Tenders
1 x Novurania EQ540 with
190hp Volvo diesel, 1 x
Novurania DL430 with Yamaha
F60 outboard, 1 x Novurania
SOLAS GS420
Construction
Steel hull, aluminium
superstructure
Classification
ABS @A1, Yachting Service,
@AMS; MCA (LY2) compliant
Naval architect
Proteksan-Turquoise Yachts
Exterior styling
Paolo Caliari
Interior designer
Jean Guy Verges
Charter broker
Charter & Charter
tel: +377 93 30 00 15
rates: @285,000/ week high
season, plus expenses
Builder/year
Proteksan-Turquoise
Yachts/2009
Mahir Iz Cad No28,
34662 Altunizade,
Istanbul,
Turkey.
tel: +90 216 474 25 90 91
www.proteksan-turquoise.com
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The imposing full-beam
master bedroom has
impressive views through
its five tall windows on
either side and its
semi-circular master
bathroom features a spa
bath enclosed in
emperador marble. For
times when guests need
to work, both the master
and VIP suite (right) have
their own private studies

Less useful in port, but fantastic at sea, is the aft deck, where a large
glass-backed spa pool built into the aft rail can be filled with either salt
or fresh water.
The pool and its adjacent sun mattresses provide an attractive
alternative to the sun deck, especially when water sports are in progress,
but guests will be advised to check out the pool before taking a dip –
Leo Fun’s owner, a keen fisherman, plans its occasional use as a keeptank for his catch! To support this hobby, the bathing platform, accessed
down curving stairs to port and starboard, features a mounting for a
game fishing ‘fighting chair’. It also has a rather special piece of
equipment nicknamed the ‘passa-crane’ concealed in a long locker
beneath the teak decking. This carries out three distinct functions.
Firstly, when extended upwards to a quayside with the treads on its
angled portion self-levelling to create a staircase, it is a passerelle.
Alternatively, it can cant downwards into the water to make an easily
negotiable bathing ladder, while its third use is as a crane, when its base
swivels to allow its ‘jib’ end to pass beneath the open door of the tender
garage to lift and launch the Novurania Equator 540 stowed within. This
engineering marvel is multitasking at its best.
Leo Fun sleeps 12 guests in a main deck master suite, three double
cabins, one twin and a full-beam VIP suite on the lower deck. The
master suite is entered through an unusually spacious study, furnished
with a desk and leather upholstered sofa, from where there are two
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routes into the bedroom. One is to port through two separate dressing
rooms (one of which can be isolated and locked to store the owner’s
clothes when the yacht is on charter), while the other, on the starboard
side, follows a few rising steps directly into the bedroom. The rise in
the floor is a clever feature that lifts the bedroom sufficiently to give it
a forward view over the bows, while the equivalent rise in the floor of
the crew mess below allows sufficient headroom two floors below, at
tank deck level, to house the laundry.
The master bedroom is another of the yacht’s signature rooms,
occupying the full beam and flanked by five tall windows on either
side. But there is more to come – opening forward through double
doors at the foot of the bed, the en suite is quite spectacular. Semicircular in shape and boasting a heated marble floor, the room is
centred on a magnificent spa bath encased in emperador marble,
behind which a glass-walled shower nestles against the centre point of
the 180-degree windows. These fill the room with light, while a circular
deck light above the bath pours sunlight into the area.
The VIP suite, the aftermost room of the lower deck guest area, is
another superb cabin, offering a bedroom to starboard and a sitting
room/office to port. A dressing room and shower room lie aft, adding to
the already substantial noise insulation between the bedroom and the
engine room.
Two further large double cabins, mirror images of each other, and a

smaller double and a twin are positioned forward, where there is
also a direct service access into the crew area. Accommodation for the
12 crew is also good – in addition to the captain’s cabin, five doublebunked en suite cabins forward on the lower deck are adjoined by a
well-sized mess.
The key factors when choosing machinery and installing control and
management systems were simplicity and reliability, with just the right
degree of redundancy (there are, for instance, four main generators,
leaving one in reserve during all conceivable operating conditions). The
bridge is well set up and revels in its excellent visibility, while the
clinically perfect engine room benefits from having much of the usual
pump gear located in a separate room beneath the crew quarters.
So far, Leo Fun’s sea time has been limited, but according to Frédéric
Castaignos, her captain, she has already proved herself, while
demonstrating levels of noise and vibration well below her designed
maximum. Modestly powered by twin 1,911hp Caterpillars, she provides
a maximum speed of just over 17 knots and cruises at an economical
13.5 knots.
In short, the yacht is well conceived, well designed, built to an
extremely high standard and eminently suited to her owner’s needs.
The world of superyachting needed some new ideas to serve the
modern era, and Leo Fun, arguably the best motor yacht to emerge from
Turkey thus far, has provided a fine selection.

The master suite
is entered through
an unusually
spacious study,
furnished with a
desk and leather
upholstered sofa,
from where there
are two routes into
the bedroom
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In short, the
yacht is well
conceived, well
designed, built to
an extremely
high standard
and eminently
suited to her
owner’s needs
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